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Introduction: The availability of technica] soft-
ware has grown rapidly in the last few yean.
because of the proliferation of personal comput-
er. It is rare to find an organization doing
technical worktaat does not have some type of
computer. For gear designers and manufactur-
ers, proper use of the computer can mean the
difference between meeting the competition or
falling behind in today's business world. The
right answers the first time are essential if cost-
effective design and fabrication are to be real-
ized. The computer is capable of optimizing a
de ign by method that are too laborious to
undertake using hard calculations. As speeds
continue to climb and more power per pound i
required fromgear systems, it no longer is pos-
sible to design "on the afe ide" by u ing larger
service factors. Athigfl rotational speed a larger
gear set may well have less capacity because of
dynamic effects. The gear engineer of today
mu t consider the entire gear box or even tile
entire rotating system as his or her domain.

We will take a brief look at some of the

method traditionally used by the gear indu try
and mvestigate pos ible improvement umg
state-of-the-art. oftware rechnclogies.

Computerize the Right Stuff
hI the past. handbooks. rules of thumb. modi-

fication of previous. deigns, etc., were the most
commonly u ed design technique. Slide rules
gave way to hand calculators; the hand calcula-
tors gave way to the first desk top calculator •
and they gave way to personal computers. The
fir t computer program for gear design and :::gear 1 contaer lenn radius (SAP) = 0.30559
manufacturing were, tor the most part, cook- (incorrect)

book computerizing of industry standard and
design handbook formulae. Users were nor aware
Ihat programming the usual formulae for gear
design and gear tools can result in erious, unex-
pected problem . The formulae were used by
people who, often without being aware of it,
made judgments concerning the results as they
went along. The computer does not have the
ability to make any judgments without being
programmed to do so.

The following equations (marked "linear")
for the contact limit radii (Start of Active Pro-
file) for a pair of gears was taken froma text on
gear design and entered without. change intu a
computer. The numerical data is for a 20 V.P.,
13130 pur tooth gear et.

cd = operating center distance e 1.075

Gear I:
Ro l ::::outside radius e 0.375
RbI::: base radius = .0.3054.0

Gear 2:
R02::: outside radius = 0.800
Rb2 :::ba e radiu '" 0.70477

tpa :::arccos RI:> I + Rb2 = operating PA .:::20°
cd

Linear Equations (from text book):



:[ R.lc ]12
- _

Rb] -1 -

== roll angle at SAP I == 2.04085"
(incorrect)

R2c = .. I[cd·in(tpa') _~R012_RbI2] \ Rb22
-

gear 2 contact limit radius (SAP) "" 0.72057.

E.2cL =A/[ R'2C] 2-1 =;V Rb2

roU angle at SAP 2.= 12.19928"

The SAP diameter and roll angle for gear I are
incorrect. The value of

ed-simtpa") -~ Ro22- Rb22

is actually negative, but the computer, in precise
accordance with instructions, squared it anyway.

The fonowing equat.ions for the SAP of the
gears are much better suited to the computer, as
there i no. necessity to· quare a number that may
be negative. giving the wrong result, The roU
angle at the SAP is calculated directly ..

Roll Angle Equations:

. ...I[ Rol ]12

ERol="V RbI -1 =

roll angle at .oD 1 = 40,82629°

~

..[ R02]2
ER,02.=·· . --. -1 ==

Rb2
11"011angle at OD 2 == 30.77504°
E' = tan(tpa') = roll angleat operating pitch point
= 20,85396°

Elc = E' _ I[ Rb2]1.
Rbm

,(ER02 -6') = roll angle at SAP I. = -2 ..04085"
(correct)

, I[ Rb 1 -]-1 ER - E'E2c = E -. -- • L ·01- . ) =
Rb2

roll angle at SAP 2 = 12.19928"
The value of the ron angle at the SA..Pof gear

1 is negative. This. of course, is not possible and
Indicatesthat the tip of gear 2 is attempting
contact below the base circle of gear 1.

The "linear" eq aations tell us that the situation
i. as shown in Fig. 1..

Gear Mesh (Virtual Plane) Driver/Driven
I

Fig.l

Gear Mesh (Virtual Plane) DriverlDrivel'l
I
I

II .Fig..2

The figure shows the first point of eontact on
the driver to be at +2.04085". The actual situa-
tion is shown in Fig. 2.

It is obvious that if we believed what the
computer told us using the "linear"eq:uations,
we would have an unusable gear set. The nega-
tive roll angle produced by the "roll angle"
equations is the true situation and is easily een
by the computer or the operator.

Cases like our example are quite common in
the gear literature, The geometr-y of a pair of
involute gears lead naturally to the 1:1 e of equa-
tions for Ilinear dimensions squared. The use of
angles instead of lengths does :1I0t seem to be as
natural for human beings. However, the use of
angular relationshipsinstead of linear relation-
hips wherever pas ihl.e will keep errors to a

minimum, and computer code for gears hould
be written in this manner.

Analyze the System
When a gear set is to be designed and manu-

factured, the usual procedure is to consider it as
an independent mechanical pair ..The gears must.
mesh together properlyand carr)' the load im-
posed upon them for the required length of'tirne.
The gear unit may can istof only a single pair of
gears, or there may be many stages of the same
or different type of gear sets ..For a given total
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Table 1 - Minimum WeigbtTransmis ion System

Date: 0/0100'
Job ID: Trip.l:eReduction

Total System Ratio e 67.000
Sum (Fd2/C). min '" 349.041
Ratios listed are minimum weight ratios.

TR1PLE REDUCTION GEAR SET
(Pin->Gea.r->C.S.Pin->Gear->C.S.P:in->Gear)

Helical Gears. Low Pre sure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.30
Branche = 1

Ratio (I) '" 5.685
Ralio (2) = 3.725
Ratio (3) = 3.164

Cross Section
1.5

I I

I

.5

I- .5

-I

- 1.5i----r---r----r---r-
-I - .5 o ,5

Length from R·Axis
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ratio. there is a combination of gear sets (maybe
.3 ingle set) that will produce the optimum
result The optimizanoa criteria may be reduc-
ing failures, increasing life, reducing noi e, mi ni-
mizing cost, maximizing reliability, minimizing
weight,etc. The optimum will usually be the
gear set combination with the lea ttotal gear
rotor volume: i.e .. the sum ofthe face * diameter
squared for all gear in the unit. The compUler]S
capable of quickly giving usthis information for
various combinations of gear sets. In addition,
for any combination of gear sets, there is only
one et of ratio which will produce the required
overall ratio and at the same time yield the
lowe t total gear rotor volume. The computer
can gi veus the "be t" ratios at the arne time as
the total rotor volume.

Fig. 3 is the menu sheet from a program for
minimum weight (volume) for gear units.

A gear unit may be made up of single set as
shown. or various sets may be combined.

A .Ill example. we will look at a gear unit
wi th an overall ratio of 67 to I. fi rst a a triple-
reduction. parallel axi unit, and then a a double-
reduction connected to a final planetary set.

Fig. 4 is a schematic for the triple-reduction
from the program.

Table] is thecomputer output for the triple-
reduction with minimum rotor volume. Any
other ratio combination that produces 67 [Q ~

will have a larger rotor volume factor (349.041)
and hence will weigh more.

Fig . .5 is the schematic for the double-reduc-
tion driving a planetary, Table 2 is the output for
the double-reduction driving a planetary with
minimum rotor volume.

The triple-reduction unit. even when made
with minimum weight ratios. would be more
than twice the weight of the double-reduction
and planetary at this overall ratio. Other combi-
nation would be lighter still. The po ible extra
cost oftbe parts for a planetary set would have to
be weighed again t the benefits of the smaller
volume and weigju, but the computer will fur-
nish solid data with. which to make (he choice ..

Since a gear unit is used to transmit motion or
power from one haft to another. it is alway part
of a larger system. Any rotating system has
natural frequenciesof'tor ional vibration ..(There
are as many natural frequencies as rotating masse
less one.) If there is an exciting ource which
produces pulsating energy input at about the



same frequency as one ofthe natural frequencies,
the system is said to be in resonance. The ampli-
tude of vibration will build up in such a system
until the exciting energy is dissipated by damping
in the system. Many systems containing gear'
units do not have enough damping to keep the
amplitude of vibration (and the vibratory shaft
torques) from becomi:ng destructive. The com-
puter can help us determine the natural! frequen-
cies of a rotating system, so that we can make sure
that resonance win not be a problem.

In order to determine the natural frequencies
of a system, we first need to build a mathematical
model. Fig. 6is from a computer program used to
detennine,among other things, the moment. of
inertia about the rotation axis for solids of revel u-
tion, The figure might represent a wheel or a gear
blank with a hub.

Table 3 is the output from the program for
solids of revolution.

Computers can also be used for finding the
torsional spring rate of the connecting shafts be-
tween the inertias.

Once we have all the inertias of the masses and
the spring rates of the connecting shafts, the
computer can quickly find the natural frequencies
of the complete rotating system.

For example, a simple six-mass system might
consist of an electric motor driving a rotary pump
through a two-gear reducer. The masses would
then consist of the motor, the input coupling. the
driving gear, the driven gear, the output coupling,
and the pump. Fig. 7 is a schematic plot of such a
system with the first natural frequency relative
amplitude plotted (the mode shape) from mass to
mass. Table 4 is the numerical output for the first
natural frequency. AU the natural frequencies that
are near excitation frequencies can be quickly
found, and if a resonance exists, the system can be
"detuned" by changing masses or shaft stiffness.

CODcurr,eot .Eogioeering
There is a move in American industry to use

"concurrent engineering" to develop a design that
can be produced inthe least time and at the least cost.

In the past, the design of a product was usually
done by the design department, the drawings were
produced by the drafting department, and then the
drawings and specifications were sent to the manu-
factoring engineering department. Little consid-
eration was given to the design and availability of
required tools or the capabilities of manufactur-
ing equipment at the design stage. These concerns

Table 2. - Minimum WeIght Transmission System

Date: 0/0/00
Job rD: Double Reduction and Planetary

Total System Ratio e 67.000
Sum (fd2/C). min: t 55 . .108
Ratios Listed Are Minimum Weight Ratios

DOUBLE REDUCTION GEAR. SET
(Pin->Gear->C.S.Pin->Gear)

Helical Gears, Low Pressure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.30
Branches : I

Ratio (I) = 4.395
Ratio (2) = 3.366

PLANETARY GEAR SET
(Pin-c-Planets-o-Carrier: Ring Gear Fixed)

Spur Gears High Pressure Angle
Capacity Factor for Tooth Type & Pressure Angle = 1.04

Actual Planets = 4
Effective Planets = 3.7
Ratio (3) : 4.529

Table 3 - Output From Solids ot RevloutloD Program

St Input Name Output Unit Comment
SOLIDS OF REVOLUT10N
Axes: Z-rotalion, R-radial

.284 rho
As 18.4068I6
V 1.8232757
MI ..00134009
M2 .51781029
Irr .00068583
Zc -.14201'55
Izz l .00125142
lzz2 .48355008
'l:z. .96635209

Ibrm3
in2
in3
llb-52/in
lb
Ib-in-s2
in
lb-in-sf
.lb-in2
in

Density of Materia]
Surface Area
Volume
Mass
Mass
Transverse Moment About R-Axis
R-Axis to Center of Gravity
Moment of Inertia About Z-A.x.is
Moment. of Inertia About Z-Axis
Radius of Gyration About Z-Altis

181 Natural Frequency-
mode shape (347 CPM)

t

F.ig.7

Table 4 - Relative A.mplitude & Torque

MassISpr# Rei Amp Ret TorqueReI Vel

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
[

1

1
.917067
.916273
.847166
.84388[

-.87842

5.97]19E4
6.02972E4
6.59]76E4
6.60926E4
6.65497E4

347.467 NAT. FREQ. O.
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Table S _.Opti31lum Gear Hob Designed by "Expert System"

.Drivel'
Non-Topping Hob #1 #2 #3

Tool Number
Nominal Pres lire Angle
Flank Angle
Tip to Reference Line
Tooth Thkk at Ref Line
Tip Radius
Protuberance
Root Diam ter

DEFAULT TOOL
20
20
0.125
0..1.571
0.025
o
1.3043

#1
2{l
20

.1157

.1571

.0157
o
1.3229

#2
20
20
.U5
.1571
.03

o
1.3043

DEFAULT TOOL OK

Table 6 - Output Sheet for "Expert' ystem" Program

(Press PI for fklp)

UTS
GC'.tr Allslysis

"'Denotes Input Data
"'Normal Diam Pitch
"'NormalPressure Angle -
*Helix Angle
Trans Diam Pilch
Trans Pre sure Angle
*FaccWidth

10.0000
20.0000
0.0000'

10.OOIX)
20.0000

1.0000

22
2.6000
0.0030
001000
0.0000

NON-TOPPING
= 20.0000
= 0.1250
= 0.1571
= 0.0300
= '0.0000

0..0451
0.1243
0,0[80.
0.2269
2.2000
2.0673
2.141.8
0.0000
2.181.9
0.0300
, TS#2

(Deg Rol!l)

(43.70)

(20.85)

(19.34)

*Number of Teeth
*Outside Diameter =
"'CUI Transverse Backlash _
"'Delta Addendum _
"'Total Normal Finish Stock =

H08 FORM DATA
"'Hob Pressure Angle
*Hob Tip \0 Ref Line
*Hob Toolh Thickness at Ref
*Hob Tip Radius
*Hob Protuberance

Hob SAP from Ref Line
Hob Space Width at Hob SAP
«O.3INDP) Normal IT at OD
Normal Tooth Thickness. (Hobbed) =
Pitch. Diarnetee, (Ret) =
Ba e Diameter =
Rool Diameter =
Max Undercut ==
Diaallnvolute-Fillet Tangent ==
Minimum Fillet Radiu -
Hob Tool Number =
Steel Gear

.15

.1

~ [nvolute Gear (Virtual Plane)

.05
I0---------

- .. 1

-.i5 ~.,..7---,._~_r____r__""T"'""_..,
.6

-.05

F.ig.8 .65 .7 .75
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were the respon ibility of the manufacturing
engineering department, and cooperation con-
cerning changes between the design and manu-
facturingengineers was ornetirnes difficuhaf-
ter the design was frozen. Usually new tools had
to be purchased because tools o.nhand were not
considered at the design stage.

The "concurrent engineering" concept requires
the design and manufacturing engineering func-
tion to be addressed right from the first design
specifications. Available tools and machine can
thus be considered as the design j developed.
Thi reduce initial manufacturing costs along
with lead times for new tools. Arty new tools can
be placed on order long before lite design is
fi.nalized and!the drawings sent to manufact:uring.
The computer can support this concept by fur-
nishing information 011 tools presently on hand
and, if not suitable, fumishillg specifications for
new tool long before the production drawings
are made.

• Selection of gear tools at tile desl:gn stage.
A good example of the u e of the computer in
concurrent. engineering is the selection of tools
required to make gears during the design of the
gears. Table 5 is from an "expert system" gear
design program at the stage where the program
has designed an "optimum" gear hob. The pro-
gram designed 110bis listed as the "default 11001."

and two morehobs that are pre eatly on hand are
listed, along with their tool numbers and ,cutting
edge geometry. The designer may then complete
the design analy is using the new hob designed
by the program or he may use one of the hobs
already 011 hand. Table 6 is the output. heet for
the program. Hob 2 was selected and the analy is
completed using this hob.

• Design data/or molded gears. Gears made
of plastic or powdered metal require a mold of
proper ize and shape. Mold for the e gears
must take into account the fact 'Ihal the plastic
material shrink when cooling, and the pow-
dered metals : omet:imes change shape when
being sintered .

The steel molds have usually been made by
machining an electrode and then using the elec-
trode to produce the mold! by electric di charge
machining. This required long lead times to
procure a special hob to cut the electrode to the
oversize dimensions required. for the mold, cut
the electrode. and machine the mold. Many times
t.he part. did not meet the dimensional require-



ment , and Liteprocess had to be repealed.
A more direct method of making the mold can

be used if coordinates of the mold are available.
This method is called wire electric discharge
machining. A wire is used as an electrode, and the
wire is moved in accordance with a programmed
path, producing the mold cavity, The coordinates
must, of course. take into account the shrinkage of
thematerial, The computer can quickly produce
the required coordinates. Tih.e necessity for the
gear- shaped electrode and the tooling required to
male it, amongwith the lead time. are eliminated.
If any changes to the mold are neces ary, a cor-
rected et.of coordinates can be quickly produced.
Fig. 8 hows the gear tooth and rhe required mold.
(Only one tooth is shown. but. of course. coordi-
nates for the entire mold are produced.)

Pfototype Design and Testing
The traditional method Qf proving a design is

to builda prototype and subject it to Ie ting that
imelate the service for which the equipment is

CO be produced. In manty case •theprototype fails
the test and must be altered and tested again. The
computer can help IlS by utilizing opbisticated
oftware 10 identifypossible problem before the

prototype is built and tested. Thi can result in
considerable saving of costs and lime. as building
and testing are very expensive.

• A high-speed precision gear set problem. A
precision ground Class Q12. 8 DP. 34/B3 tooth
gear set is designed to transmit 2,000 H::::Pat 2~jOOO
RPM. The lubrication was 10 be with MTl-L-
23699 syntltetic turbine oil at ),60°F. The et was
built and tested. The surfaces of the teeth showed
distress almost immediately and the test wa
aborted. The failure was diagnosed a .hot scoring
due to the lubricaatbeing raised above :its flash
po:int :in the mesh. Another et of gears was made
with the proper amount of tip relief and retested
with no further difficulty.

A compu.ter analysis of the gear might have
saved the time and expense of the failure ofthe
fir t prototype. fig. 9' ~s a computer-generated
plot ofthe lubricant. temperature r:i e fromlhe
start of active profile to the O.D ..of the pinion for
the first prototype. Table 7 i .the computer output
for the hot coring probability for various oils.
Notelhat the scoring probability for MIL-l-23699
i Mo/!.

Fig. lflis a plot of the lubricant temperature
rise for the second prototype with the tip relief
applied, Table 8 shows the hot scoring probability

I
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Table 7 - Seoring P.robabilily ~Non~.Reactive AGMA & AEOils

Flasb AGMA Score Prob SAE Seore Prob SAE Seore Prob
I

413°P Gear Oil Crank Oil Gear Oil
#1 98% #5W Over 99% #75 Over 99%

94% Over 99% 95%
#12 87% #IOW Over 99% #80 95%

69% Over 99% 20%
#3 49% #20W Over 99% #90 17%

23% 57 2%
#4 23% 120 Over 99% #140 2~

I 7% 66% UDder 1.%
#5 17% #30 66%

5% 35% MIL-L-
#6 5% #40 35% 23699 64%

2% 11.%
#7 2% #50' 11%

Under 1% 3,%
#8 Under 1%

I

Under 1% I
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Fi.~. 10 Pinion Roll Angle, degrees

Table 8 - Scoring Pl'obabiUty - Non-Reactive AGMA & SAE Oils
Flasb AGMA Score Prob SA:Jj; ScoreProb SAE Score Prob
3l7°F GearOi,1 Crank Oil Gear Oil

#1 [2% #5W 61% #75 61%
6% 39% 7%

, #2 3% # lOW 39% #80 7%
I Under 1% 19% Under 1%

I
#3 Under ~% #20W 19% #90 Under 1Cl-

Under ~% Under 1% Under 1%
#4 Under 1% #20 1.9% #140 Under 1%

Under ]% Under 1% Under .1%
#5 Under .1% #30 Under 1.%

Undcrl% Under 1% 10%
#6 Under 1% #40 Under 1% MlL-L-

Under 1% Under 1% 23699
I#7 Under 1% #50 Under 1.% I

I Under J% Under J% I

#8 Under 1%
Under 1%
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Internal Gear Mesh (Virtual Plane) Pinion/Gear
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30 32.5
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for the econd prototype. Note that the coring
probability for M[L-L-23699 i now only 10171.
If the probability of scoring had been checked
before the first prototype was built and tested,
the expense of tile 'first gear set andtesting might
have been avoided.

•An internal gear set geometryproblem. Fig.
U is a computer plot of an internal pur gear et
with a 17-looth pinion driving a 46-100th inter-
nal gear. The gear set is designed in accordance
with standard handbook dimensions. The gears
are to be molded and have full eireu lar fillets, On
the pinion the fillet start at the base circle. It is
obvious that the tips of the internal gear teeth are
interfering with the pinion mots. A test of a
prototype would certainly have found this prob-
lem, but new molds would have to. be made to
correct it

Computer software can be used to generate
th.e plot from only the production pr:int . Thi is
an advantage because the e.not the engineering
data, which never reaches the shop floor, are the
only documents the manufacturing department
sees. The prcducttonprints control what is built.

Design Optimization.
Without the help of computer software writ-

ten with it. in mind, design optimization seldom
takes place. Once a design is obtained that meet
the requirements of a job, the process. usually
stop. It i .hard to justify spending more lime 0.11

improving a successful design when it i not
knows if there will be a payback. The optimiza-
tion should be done at the same time as the initial
de ign work.

A an example, we win look at the probabil-
ity of scoring for a gear set. The temperature
rise in a gear mesh is dependant upon, among
many other things, the load and rate of sliding
between the teeth. For most gears with some tip
relief. there are two zones of high temperature
ri e. One zone occurs when contact is between
the first point of contact and the pitch point
(where sliding is zero), and the other zone is
between the pitch point and tile outside diam-
eter. Fig. 12i a computer plot of the tempera-
ture rise vs. the location on the tooth from the
first point of contact to the on. The tempera-
ture ri eis maximum between the start of action
and the pitch point, In this case it is about
1.57"F. The scoring prebability is about 28%
for the lubricant being used.

With a small change in the outside diameter.



of tile gears, it is po sible to decrease tile rise
between the start of action and the pitch point at
tbe expense of increasing the rise between the
pitch point and the 00. When tbey are both the
same, we have optimized the coring probability
controlled by gear geometry. Fig. 13 is the plot
after optimization. The rise is now about 144°F,
and thepro'bability of scoring has been reduced
from 28% to 20o/t.

The cost of the improvement is only the cost
for gelling the gear geometry right. The tooling
co t remain exactly the' arne for either design. A
small amount of hme asking "wllat if' with com-
puier software de igned for this type of interae-
rion can payoff quickly with a better design at no
extra COSL.

Communication with Management
Personnel

Good computer software can make communi-
cation between technical and management per-
onnel much easier, In many ca e "management

personnel may hot have the time lo get into the
technical i lies, resulting in lack of management
backup ..This can cause delays in adoption of tile
Iatest technologies and even result in delays in
production caused by a manager's need to dig for
the information he or ne need to make a proper
decision. Showing a busy manager a long li I of
numbers and trying to explain whatrhey mean can
tak!ea lot of time and be fro trating for both
partie . C:0mputer graphics that can be quickly
generated to make a problem immediately clear
are most welcome to busy people.

As an example, we will look at. a system
reliability report on a system. containing nine
bearing. The required life of the system is 9,000
hours. Each bearing has a calculated life that is
different. and so the likelihood that each bearing
w.in run 9,000 hour L different The total. reliabil-
ity of the system is 43.6%. We wish to improve the
overall reliability of the sy tem, Table '9 is the
computer data in table form.

be information is in the sable to decide the
best cour e to improve the sy tern reliability, Fig.
]4is the same data in graphical form. From the
graph it is immediately apparent that the reliabil-
ity of bearing 3 is the main problem. It is apretty
safe bet. that a busy manager would rather be
presented witb the graph than with the (able.

Summary
U e ofcomputer inpreductdesignandmanu-

:facturing i now tairly routine. However. to get

Table 9' - Anti.Frictioo,8ea:ring System ReUabllity

Br:g# 8-10 Life Required Life ReUabUit
I. 22150Hr 9000 HE 96.4%
2 18450B} 9000 Hr 95.6%
3 32S0Hr 9000 Hr 70..7%
4 26500 Hr 9000Br 97.1%
5 34600Hr 9000Hr 97.8%
6 52350Hr 9000Hr 98.7%
7 9360 Hr 9000Br 90.4%
8 7840 HI 9000Hr 88.4%
9 8633 HI' 9000 HI' 89.5%

System 9000Hr 43.6%

Bearing &. System Reliability
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the best results, it is important to keep the fol-
lowing helpful hints in mind.

• 00 not simply computerize cook book
formulae. Instead. first organize the underlying
mathematics properly ..

• Analyze and optimize the total system by
first defining and t1'l.enfocusing on your objec-
tives. lIch a reducing failure. increasing Iife,
reducing noise, reducing cost. reducing lead
times. etc,

• Use theconcurrentengineeringapproacb to
develop product and tooling designs up front.

• Cut down 011 trial and error by de igning
correctly to start with.

• Use graphics to present your results to your
colleague and to management. A picture is
worth a thou and words .•
A version of this article was presented at the
SME Advanced Gear Processing and Manufac-
turing Clinic, Il'ldia~lapoiis, IN, September 17-
19,199/.


